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D)ETECTION OF ELECTRICAL CORONA ON LOW
FR-EQUENCY RADIO TRANSMIT ANTENNA SYSTEMS

David G Fern
Steven C Tietsworth

Naval Ocean Systems Center
Code 832

San Diego, CA 92152-5000

ABSTRACT

Low frequency radio transmit antennas are used for a where R, is the radiation resistance of the antenna The
variety of applications in marine navigation and submarine radiation resistance of the antenna is one component of the
communications. -These systems axe typically high power small resistance in series with the antenna capacitance (the
(50--1000 kW) physically large but electrically small with very other resistive component is the ohmic loss resistance). The
high voltages (100-600 kV) present on some antenna elements. radiation resistance is a function of the antenna's effective
In many zpplications the limiting output power of the antenna height, h, and is given by
system is determined by the onset of electrical corona which
occurs on antenna elements where electric fields are Tery high. 2
When corona occurs it is extremne~y dam~ýLr t- antenna [•_,
components amd drains power from the transmitted signal. Rr = 160Y (3)
There are currently no practical systems available for detection
of corona occurrence in low frequency transmit antenna
systems. This paper discusses electrical corona phenomena, where A is the wavelength. From this equation it is clear that
research work done on measurement of signal characteristics of the radiation resistance is proportional to the square of the
corona onset, and the potential of utilizing frequency domain ratio of the antenna height to the wavelength. This number is
analysis of antenna current signals for corona onset detection. always quite small at low frequencies. From equation (2), to

obtain a large radiated power, the antenna feedpoint current
BACKGROUND must be quite large. Antenna feedpoint currents frequently are

as large as 1000 amperes for a 1 MW installation. This large
Shore based low Frequency radio transmitting systems are current results in very high voltages on the antenna structure,

used extensively to provide reliable communications to frequently on the order of 250 kV. At these voltages corona
submerged submarines. Low frequencies (20--60 kHz) are used discharge becomes a real possibility, particularly during rainy
for this purpose as they lie in the only region of the or humid weather.
electromagnetic spectrum (apart from a narrow region in the Corona is a very undesi able phenomenon on low frequency
visible wavelengths and ELF frequencies below 100 Hz) where antennas for several reasons. Corona discharges radiate
seawater is "transparent" enough to allow for communication considerable amounts of high frequency noise. This can
with a submerged object. Nonetheless, the attenuation of the interfere with radio operations on other frequencies. These
signal in seawater is still quite large. Transmitting systems discharges also produce considerable amounts of acoustic
must therefore operate at very high power levels to provide energy, which can cause excessive mechanical vibration of
sufficient coverage. This high power requirement is the source cables and insulating structures. Perhaps the most important
of several problems in system design and operation, corona aspect of corona is the effect it has on the antenna impedance
being one of them. Corona discharges often envelope entire sections of antenna

Antennas operating in this frequency range will be very cables, creating a conducting sheath. This alters the
small electrically, i.e., their largest dimension will be much less capacitance of the conductor. If the corona on the antenna is
than one wavelength. Low frequency antennas are typically severe, the capacitance of the antenna can be altered, detuning
vertical monopole (tower) antennas ranfing in height from 600 the antenna system As low frequency antenna systems
to 1500 feet. Even at the upper end o the LF portion of the generally have very high Q factors (and thus a very small
spectrum, a 1500 foot antenna is less than one tenth of a bandwidth) the antenna current (and consequently, the
wavelength long. These antennas are therefore very poor radiated power) decreases rapidly with changes in tuning awa.y
radiators of energy. The theory of electrically small antennas is from resonance. Corona also dissipates a considerable amount
well documented 11,2,3,4] and as such will not be outlined in of power Because of this, corona discharge on an antenna
detail. For the purposes of this report, it is sufficient to state increases its input resistance. The combination of capacitance
that electrically small antennas can be represented as a small change and resistance increase due to corona deals a double
capacitance in series with a small resistance. This small blow to antenna performance The detuning effect of
capacitance yields a high capacitive reactance, resulting in a capacitance change reduces the antenna feedpoint current
very high input impedance. If the current at the antenna while the increase in resistance decreases the antenna
feedpoint is 1a, the voltage at the feedpoint is given as efficiercy. The efficiency of an antenna is given by

Va = IaX, (1) -= R (4)

where Xa is the capacitive reactance of the antenna. This
voltage can be assumed to exist on the entire antenna structure where R, and RI are the radiation resistance and loss
as the frequency of operation is very low. This is equivalent to resistance, respectively. Corona discharges increase the
ignoring the inductance of the antenna which makes the antenna loss resistance, while the deturung effectively decreases
antenna voltage increase with height. the radiat'- resistance As is the cat for many low frequency

The power radiated is pi,,oP, r, antennas, Ir and R1 are very close to being equal, resulting in
antenna efficiencies around 50 percent in the absence of corona

Pra = 2Rr (2) discharges Corona can rapidly erode this performance
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TvlEXPEIUMENT'I (rna, prucss iý iritatc4 h% the ex'te
suffOiit-Itly Interne t,, str'j electrons ir

To attempt to find a suitable method for detecting corona accelerate them s,) that an avalanch- ,f eitr,, , cla,.!
on low frequency antennas in its very early stages, wires of secondary collisions. This field intensaty is a fi wýrý of na,i.,
various diameters were raised to very high potentials until factors, uir pressure, chemiiical cornpwlosti 'bo t ,lp,'at ur!
corona discharges commenced The frequency spectrum of the humidity, etc ltowe~er, for two at* rs a' dert' v,.ha.
current flowing in the wire sample was monitored during the with respect to ground, the thinner wire haý a Lgi, o r
measurements. At the onset of corona, harmonics of the field intensity at the surface, thus the cr: ,' -". ,iton
fundamental frequency appeared and increased in amplitude as required for corona onset is reached at a !ower h f-,
the potential of the wire sample was increased further The thin wire than for a fat wire These corona onset voltages hw,
experiment was conducted utilizing a rather novel device for a weak frequency dependence which is in agreern( t ýAlt data
generating high RF voltages. This device is illustrated in figure obtained by Reukerna [51 where the breakdo)wn voltage 41f ,
1. Power from a 100 kilowatt low frequency transmitter is sphere gap was observed to decrcase with increasing frequency
transported down a 500 coaxial transmission line to a building
which houses the tuning network for a low frequency antenna. 7r)..- .-

This is a concrete structure lined on the inside with copper.) -
sheet. The antenna tuning inductors are located here, as well
as the high voltage test cell equipment. This high voltage test
cell forms the capacitive half of a series tuned resonant circuit
consisting of the test cell and the tuning inductors for the
antenna. Upon entering the tuning (or helix) house, the
transmission line is terminated in a transformer. This "t i
transformer steps up the very low impedance of the series ,
tuned test cell circuit to approximately 500 for maximum--
power transfer. When the circuit is tuned to resonance the high " . .
voltage test cell is at a potential much higher than the--,.__-,
transmitter could deliver on its own. , L

S.. ....- nr.. ',gS

Figure 1 - Test Circuit

The high voltage tesý cell that was used for testing vcrtical
wire samples is depicted in figure 2. The samples are connected J
between the two horizontal test plates. The top plate is then
raised until the wire sample is held taut. The high voltage is
applied at the top of the structure through the feedline. The Figure 2 - High Voltage Test Cell
ground side of the test cell is made of wire mesh supported by
a PVC framework. The framework is equipped with corona
rings at the upper rim to prevent charge buildup along the
upper edge of the mesh. The entire structure is placed over a
large metal sheet which sits on the concrete floor. The wire
mesh is connected to the ground side of the tuned circuit by a ..
I inch stranded copper conductor. - I I

The data acquisition was accomplished utilizing time ;_
domain and frequency domain measurements. The time -
domain instrument was a LeCroy Model 9400A Digital Storage
Oscilloscope, and the frequency domain instrument was a ------------
Hewlett Packard Model 3585A Spectrum Analyzer. A tunable .. .. . -.
filter was inserted to remove the large amplitude fundamental -• -

signal flowing in the test cell from the data acquisition -. ;_ ".
equipment. Thez, irzt:.'i•nts were connected to a Pearson - -

current transformer connected in tne ground return lead of the __

test cell. The Pearson transformer is a broadband pulse ----- " -
transformer with a cutoff frequency of approximately 2.5 Mttz.
The time waveform of the test cell current was displayed by .... _-___ --..

the digital scope. A block diagram of the data acquisition setup
used appears in figure 3.

Two different types of wire were used for this experiment.
Stranded AWG #8 and solid AWG #18 A4or wtc kuaex iiet ----

the test cell and driven well into corona at several different ........
frequencies. The corona onset voltage of the two different wires Figure 3 - Instrumentation Block Diagram
is significantly different, as is expected from theory. The

L71



Iwo separatr a st of mneasturements wen,' perf( riniled n (l. -. it amnldhtu(l1 than tlid t .,f t h, t .tt 'i , ii: I fn r,- .
'et of measurnments, the current flowing in the high voltage -,I th•is IS that the capa'ItancI. li,,twe,'n th., test 4.4*I and th.
test cell was measured and the spectrum displayed In the transfornmer secondary winding ;wtt a. a filtet f. ; tie hlei,'
Itiher measurement, the current in the transformer s(econldar frequency harmonics )(-ing generate#d 6% the rortri in the t1-1' " .0,l1 Most oif the high freque i's, enrergy i% ctirrenlt whl,
winding was measured The significant difference in the visible LirchMtst of the high rel l i foi ng ve t ctirr, i niwh
ipectrum provide.d a great deal of insight into the actual luirtlate t in the test cell without flowroing is'Lieher,, in th
implementation of a crrona detection sYstemi at an actual 'Ir 'Ui Only at very high levels f t cti ontd is ther suffionit..
antenna site As is apparent from the photo graphs of ILrniiinnc energy to pertmhit etection (,utsidi 'I the regioncorona speCtru on the test cell current and Ilith. transformer orona discharge This fact shows that for early C¢rM-acorrnasect, u the t ean storm e l current swan thes tranformer Idetection, the corona sensors need to be placed very close tI
current, the transformer current shows far less harmonie
content than the test cell current (see figures below) This i the sites where Corona is expected to occur
due to the filtering properties of the tuned cir'uut

PRESENITATION OF DATA

This study generated a great deal of data arnd this report
shows a small subset of all that data Figure 4 is a series of
spectrum analyzer photos showing the spectrum of the current
flowing in the high voltage test cell. In the first picture, the
wire sample is at a potential of 40 i and no Corona discharges
are present. The current spectrum is relatively pure The large
spike at the left end of the trace is the fundamental signal at
47 15 kllz. The vertical divisions are 10 dlB each The next 40 k . 4? W
picture shows the spectrum with the sample at 47 kV, right at
the onset of corona discharge. Harmonic energy has appeared
at three points These points are the second, third, and fourth
harmonics of the fundamental signal. The two remaining
pictures show the spectrum as the sample is driven further and
further into corona. There is a distinct series of harmonics
present. The appearance of these harmonics is very abrupt at
corona onset and as such provides a very clear indicator of
corona. These harmonics appear long before the corona can be
seen visually.

TokV Ik

Figure 5 -Transformer Current Spectrum: 47.15 kHz

Figure 6 is a time domain plot of the test cell current and
test cell voltage of the case shown in figure 4. Channel I is the

current in the.test cell, and channel 2 is the voltage in the test
cell The figure is for 40 kV with no corona. The voltage and
current signals are sinusoidal, with no harmonic energy
present Figure 7 is the time domain plot for the 90 kV

40ov 47 V configuration Notice that the voltage signal is still
uncorrupted, however the current signal shows high frequency
spikes on the positive going portions of the sinusoids This is
the corona energy. It is apparent that the corona current flows
at the same point in the cycle, and as such, is not a steady
phenomenon, but a pulsed phenomenon The voltage on the.
test cell is uncorrupted. The corona discharge does not
appreciably load down the transmitter supplying the test cell

S with energy. As such, the corona occurs without distorting the
voltage applied to the test cell. The frequency domain plots are

S. .. !- : i ...
To kv o v•7• ..

Figure 4 -Test Cell Current Spectrum: 47.15 kllz - '-

Figure 5 is a spectral display of the current flowing in the .. .
secondary winding of the transformer ihes, measurements
were made because in a practical implementation of a corona.....
detector, the sensors will not necessarily be placed at the ends ; '7.
of the tophat radials where corona is directly oucuring If " .
measurements are to be made at the base of a tall amntonna, thi.
spectrum (if the antenna current might bie diiftfrinti than tht,-
spectruimu of the current at the corona discharge site I lhi figure .

shows that this is indeed the case The first lcluirte -rice again
shows the ctjrrnt with the wire sample at 4,' k\ with tit,
corona discharge At corona onset in the second lirtutc ( 17.
kV), there still is no visible harmonic crmntent in ths ., .,
transtormner current The last two plictulres shlw thmt as th,'
voltage on the wire sample is increased harniinic e'•,urg, dot's Figure r 'l'TMt (I ell Timne Plot No Coruona 47 15 kilt
begin to appear ron the transforme-r current but it if, of niith

- - - - - - - - -
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